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Often when we work our mind will drift to a moment in the future where we would like to be. For
me my focus on work is almost unwavering, however having the feeling of confinement due to the
work l perform can take its toll.
When travelling the state through some glorious country side, a feeling of regret will often touch me
for l am not out there experiencing it. The Tasmanian Trail is the path to my freedom, the one path l
can take to be who l truly am and feel at home. This could not be the case if it wasn’t for those that
hold a similar passion. These remarkable individuals have negotiated, promoted and maintained the
Tassie trail so that people just like me can enjoy that experience, and l thank you.
Del is a remarkable horse, a horse that once you have her trust will follow you to the end of time.
An Appaloosa but very Quarter Horse to look, her deep soulful eyes will follow your every move,
waiting for your next request (or next feed). Her night blindness was an element to consider when
planning for each stage ensuring that there was enough light for her to become familiar with the
surroundings of a camp site.
We have travelled from Latrobe to Sheffield & from Sheffield to Railton & return numerous times
and it was time to move to unfamiliar territory. The following is our account of our time on the trail;

Day 1 - Sheffield to Gog (20-Dec-2015)
The road from Formby St Sheffield along Old Paradise Rd is reasonably peaceful at 0600 hrs, very
little traffic. The gravel road up to Jeffries Rd has some blind corners that had a moment when a van
came from behind around a bend at speed. Think he soiled his pants because l certainly came close
when he locked up & slid (no verge for us to travel along). He waved & moved on more slowly. A
gentleman.
Paradise Rd down over the Minnow River is a little daunting as we head down through the steep ‘S”
bend before we hit the flat. If cars were coming both ways this would be a problem. Del is indicating
that she wants to turn around and head back home, but she is to sulk for another few Km’s. Finally
Del has settled & has accepted we won’t be going home yet.
The trek along the Star of the West Rd & through to the boom gate on Gog Range Rd is uneventful
and Del appears content with her hoof boots on the harsh gravel surface. Old Macs on the front &
Cavallo’s on the rear. The smell of the native vegetation through here is very strong & the heat from
the cloudless day is quite stifling.
The remainder of the trip through to Camp site 3 is reasonably easy going & quite tranquil as we
travel the last couple of Km’s. My son Connor & partner Sam have set up camp by the stone remains
of the fire pit left by the Rainbow Group from their previous Moon Festival Celebrations.
Del is pleased to have the saddle & gear removed, and is more interested in the feed that is calling
out to her from the bucket. The horse yard is in disrepair, so we hobble Del but she still insists on
checking out the entire paddock. This site is magnificent, it is a pity that some recent campers have
left rubbish around the area & cut down trees for their fires.
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Connor & l decide to head to the river & oh man is it an
absolute pleasure after the heat of the day. Scooby Dee my
faithful dog sits watching from the bank with Del not far behind.
To finish the day off Connor is cooking Steak & baked beans,
which l have to say does not agree with teenagers insides! We
stoke up the fire, say good night to Del and hit the sack for an
early start.

Day 2 – Gog to Golden Valley (Quamby Corner)
(21-Dec-2015)
0430 hrs start with a high energy, high fibre feed
for Del, eggs & steak for us. Gear on and ready to
go by 0530 hrs. Borrowed Connors boots to cross
the river, Del is following with a look of, ‘ok if you
think it’s safe’. Once on dry land I put on dry
boots & have Connor take a photo. You can see
by the photo that Del is really excited (not).
Walking the first 100m is quite challenging up
the steep, slippery, rocky hill. The terrain from
here to the gravel road is easier going & quite
relaxing. The trail markers are obvious & easy to
follow although you find yourself saying “did l
miss one?” but realising further on you haven’t.
A number of steep climbs along the track brings
some rewarding views of the country we have
just left, a good time for a “smoochie” snack for
Del. Yep this is her Kryptonite! Just past the old
quarry we come to a very steep, long, slippery gravelly track which meets Mole Creek Rd. Del is
reluctant to walk down this and through lots of encouragement we take 20 min to reach the bottom.
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Mole Creek Rd is very busy with traffic but there is enough room to keep clear of the road, until the
first bend. Once around this bend it is reasonably easy going along the side of the road with lots of
room to spread out & relax. As we hit the outskirts of Red Hills there is very little room to move on
the side of the road, but Del seems settled & not bothered by the little traffic that is now moving on
the road. We stop at Red Hills Recreation Ground for a short 30 min break.
From Montana Rd to Leonards Rd we have to listen for traffic as the cars sneak up before you know
it. We find a couple of dead flattened snakes on Leonards Rd, the going is easy at the moment but
we are feeling the heat a bit so pull up at the Meander River. We move on & a couple of 15 year old
boys with motorised bicycles stop to walk & talk with me whilst l walk beside Del. The skinny one
says he got 90 Km out of a tank of fuel & a top speed of 80 km/h. The boys leave us at Barretts
Bridge.
We hit the bitumen of the Great
Lake Hwy & follow alongside the
main road until we find the trail
markers closer to Golden Valley
that turn into the bush on the left.
We have travelled for an hour and
have hit some rough dirt tracks. We
hear the drone of 3 quad bikes &
wait for them to come sliding round
the bend. They have slowed down
& are taking care passing us waving
as they do.
Think we are lost & we have come
out on a disused track, we follow
this & have ended up on a made road which I think is taking us to Quamby Brook Rd. Good we are
back on track. We follow this road all the way to Quamby Corner, we are both feeling pretty tired
judging by Del’s sleepy, slow walk & my aches. I have come to realise l had been a little ambitious
with the sized pack l was carrying.
The owners of Quamby Corner are very accommodating & have set up a temp yard for us. I have fed
Del, rubbed her down and Sam has dropped out with a smaller pack, some hot food & a kiss
(Sigh).This site is awesome, we will be reluctant to leave.

Day 3 – Golden Valley to Bracknell (22-Dec-2015)
0430 hr start with feed for Del, gear on and leave by 0515 hrs. Quite chilly but an easy slow ride
along Quamby Brook Rd & Cluan Tier Rd. I alternate between walking & riding to reduce Del’s time
under full weight.
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The gravel roads are rough at times but
easy to navigate & the markers are obvious
all the way to Myrtle Rd. The country
through here experiences logging but is
beautiful. Once past the private saw mill we
hit a made up road which eventually hits the
bitumen and the riding becomes easy going.
There is plenty for Del to chew on, & l allow
her take an occasional mouthful as she picks
her way to Bracknell. Del would at times
have the same mouthful of grass hanging
from the side of her mouth for up to an
hour, always waiting for the next mouthful!
The picture street signs in Bracknell are
quite unique & the locals stop you for a chat,
a fellow with a lovely quarter horse points
me down the street to where the park by
the river is. The park has a fair bit for Del to
feed on so l strip & give her a rub then take
her for a drink which is easily accessed. I ask a neighbouring property if we could use a paddock for a
night as the creek worried me with Del hobbled. They kindly obliged.
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Day 4 - Bracknell to Hydro Inlet (23-Dec-2015)
0500 hrs start with a feed for Del & some porridge for me. Geared up & on the road at 0545 hrs. The
going is easy & traffic is quiet all the way to Blackwood Creek Rd. Some lovely open country with
many horsey people. A family is sitting talking as we ride up the road but as we past their driveway
out comes the whip cracking, 1 slight jolt from Del but she settles as soon as she realised l was
unbothered & still badly humming Streets of Laredo.
Feed along here is still good but starts to fade as we near the foot of the old stock route. The
temperature is rising so we take a 20 min break by the creek. Hoof boots are definitely a must here,
as we head up the track the ground becomes quite rugged.

Start of the stock route

Near the stock route caves

Logging is occurring up along this trail but no work is occurring today, holy crap there’s a marker
about 30 foot up a tree, too far away to get a snap shot but at least we know where to head. Some
trees had come down over the track but we are able to just get around these. Gee Del is really
trusting me, will make sure she gets a few extra ‘smoochies’ on the next break & I tell her so. (Ooh
yeah she says, l deserve them!)
We stop for a drink at a creek that is flowing down the hill, Del only takes 2 long drinks & we move
on.
Some of these crossings are rough
but not too challenging, Del is
coping well with the weight she is
carrying & it is only fair that l walk.
A rest at these caves which is
about halfway up the track is in
order, as it is shady, cool & a
photo I shall take.
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Bloody heck was not expecting as much walking &
can feel the blisters on the back of the heels
forming and the newish boots don’t help I guess,
bit of a rookie mistake!
The end of the track is near as we can see more &
more rubbish littered everywhere. We have hit
the Poatina Hwy & it is scorching hot. Del looks
very tired and l don’t think we can reach Arthurs
Lake before dark which is important for Del. We
have decided to walk the couple of km’s to the
Hydro inlet.

Oh great! No water, unless we walk 600 m to the lake. I
strip Del down & make camp. I lead Del down along the
rocks & along the hot sand, the edge of the water is soft
but Del is unbothered & looks content drinking. Will need
to wander down for a 2nd trip before dark.

Decide to have a quick dip as there doesn’t appear
to be any cameras. Well maybe l will be on the
news when l get back; headlines; “naked man with
horse frightens tourists”. Will have to water Del
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before we head off in the morning that will be approx. 3.6 km’s just for water! Freeze dried chicken
& veggies for tea, well what do you know it’s really good!

Day 5 - Hydro Inlet to Arthurs Lake (24-Dec-2015)
0300 hrs starts with a feed for Del. A quick coffee, peanuts & porridge for me. A steady Jog & walk
to water, Del is a little nervous of the soft sand at the water’s edge but drinks. We return to camp &
saddle up and walk the couple of km’s to the Hwy. Damn! My blisters just popped. Great!!
Easy riding & walking along the highway, but it does
not offer much room on the side of the road in some
places. Leaving early is definitely the only way to avoid
the traffic.
We leave the highway & head off road along Guns
Marsh Rd, it is good not to worry about traffic. Hoof
boots definitely needed along these gravel tracks. The
sun is scorching & the tan on my skin is starting to
show.
We have reached a very steep section of track which
meanders down toward the lake. Time to get off & walk
as it is pretty slippery with gravel, Del seems
unbothered. Glad to hit the bottom, but the water is
too far off and judging by the colour of the dirt at the
water’s edge, looks too soft to take Del for a drink
safely.
Lovely & quiet out here and can see the village & pump
station in the distance. We have made good time so far & slowly pick our way toward the camp site.
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Lots of campers are about but the care taker of the site is off in Hobart for Christmas, so l take the
liberty of resting Del in a rocky area beside the picnic ground with some native grass. Sam has
arrived with a hard feed for Del & is setting up a tent for us for the night. We rig up Del’s area more
secure & set off for dinner at the Anglers Hotel near Miena.
The publican at the Anglers Pub is kind enough to give me some band aids for my blisters & cooks
up an awesome T-bone steak & sticky date pudding for us both. Think my stomach has shrunk from
all the freeze dried food as I cannot finish my tea for the first time…ever!
Can’t believe how worried about Del l am, worried something may happen while we are gone. We
get back to camp & Del wickers when she spots us, feel better now. We go over the tomorrow’s
route which appears to be easy going & short. Sam is staying with me tonight so we can wake up for
Christmas together.

Day 6 – Arthurs Lake to Miena (25-Dec-2015)
Am up at 0630 hrs to give Del a feed, it’s nice to hear her wicker when she sees me (or is it the
expectation of food to come). Sam & I have a Christmas breakfast of Egg & bacon sandwiches and
coffee. Yummo! We pack up the camp site & gear Del up for the trip ahead.
In the first Km the Hydro gate we come to does
not have a trail lock attached, but luckily the
fence is down 10 m to the right of the gate & we
pass through here. We follow the Hydro flume
straight up the steep hill instead of along the
meandering dirt road. Wow, that’s my work out
for the day (crap still 22 Km’s to go!).
This section of the trail is now easy going, mostly
flat going till we get near a lonesome house, we
travel down past near what l think is a Hydro
transfer pump. Looks like a dad & son throwing
in a spot of fishing, they look happy & wave.
It’s uneventful till we get to the ‘Todds Corner’ sign
before entering onto the Great Lake Hwy. We stop for 20
min & have a bite. The breeze is taking the bite off the
sun, but l can feel a bit of a sting on my skin so better put
some sun screen on.
We are travelling besides the Hwy heading toward
Miena and encounter a snake on his way from the creek
we are about to pass over, he looks happy to move away
from us, l don’t mind that at all.
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We stop on a bend in the road so Del can chew on some grass, a bus load of tourists has slowed
down & some tourists are taking a few happy snaps. They all wave & they speed onto who knows
where, now it’s just the constant sound of Del chewing.
We have moved along the side of the road for a couple of km’s & have come to the one lane bridge
as we come into Miena. An older stockman from Liaweenee has stopped & asks ‘where are you off
to young fella?’ ‘Off to Dover’ I say. He smiles & says ‘good on ya’, & tells me he will visit us later at
the Miena Pub.
We ride along the edge of the lake for a few km’s, boy does it look low. We have come back out
onto the highway a km from the pub. Being Christmas day the pub is shut. Sam had that morning set
up a yard for us, so l unpack Del rub her down & put her in the yard with a feed.
I meet the publican who takes my fee for camping on site & to have a shower. A couple from
Scottsdale invite me for a Christmas ham & chicken salad dinner, which is very nice! The stockman
has rocked up and we chat for half hour. He tells me he will bring a feed out for Del at Bronte Park.
Think I like this fella.
We settle down for the night & check our route for tomorrow. Checking the weather forecast it
indicates rain, think we will leave early to miss some of it hopefully.
I bed down beside Del’s yard using the saddle as a pillow wondering if it may rain early. Looking at
the stars here in Miena is amazing as there is very little manmade lighting to obscure the stars.

Miena to Bronte Park (26-12-2016)
0330 hrs feed for Del, packed & saddled by 0400 hrs. No rain so far which is pleasing and l walk
beside Del until the dawn light begins to show. l climb into the saddle, reckon we will ride for about
5 km’s & then stop for a break. Riding is easy, but there is little feed along the side of the road. The
Lagoons are quite tranquil looking but we keep on riding as l want to beat the rain.
We avoid the private section of trail as we are under the impression that negotiations are still in
progress for access permission due to change of ownership which is disappointing as l had heard
that this section was worth the ride. Quite a number of 4x4 vehicles with boats pass us, some going
past at quite high speed; since Del does not have fingers l wave for us both.
It has started raining, we ride in this for an hour. The little emergency rain poncho is keeping me dry
but Del looks unimpressed. We are now coming down the long hill toward the Hydro Flume, the
view of the paddocks & the creek in the distance below is spectacular as the rain has stopped & the
sun is peeking out from behind the clouds. Extremely dizzying steep embankments, it’s a long way
down!
We are about 30 min from Bronte Park with heavy showers to remind us that it can’t be sunny all
the time. Boy its cold now! We are coming into Bronte Park past a lonely but delighted old Arab. We
pass the shop which is open and move to the Tassie trail camp site. We get through the gate, looks
like heaps of space so l better have a scout around. The holes, old pipes out of the ground and the
lack of fencing at the back of the park is a problem so we head up to the Chalet.
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I can barely ask the publican if she knows where l can put Del up for the night & if l can have a room
as l am frozen. She tells me to come up later she will set up a room and points me to a lady who has
a horse.
The lady is very friendly & allows us to use a section next to her old Arab who she said was too
cranky to have company but would be fine over the fence. Heaps of grass here so Del is happy & all
of a sudden l didn’t exist! Sometimes it’s a thankless job!
A fire was waiting in the lounge at the end of the Chalet hallway where l set Del’s saddle & gear to
dry off. After booking a room, l put on some dry clothes & sit in an old chair reading a book by the
fire. It’s 1830 hrs & the older stockman appears, joking saying l am a hard man to find & says he has
given Del a feed. He is carrying a billy of sausage stew which he puts on the fire place to warm up.
We chat & eat the stew, 2 passing tourists ask what that lovely smell is, but they quickly wander off
when he said ‘possum stew, do you want some?’ He surprises me further when he pulls out some
Christmas pudding & cream for desert. Living the dream!
He is kind enough to help modify Del’s ‘Ammo” saddle before he leaves as the back of it was rubbing
on her which is concerning me. After removing a ‘V’ section it looks like it will fix the problem.
Decided to stay an extra day which will be good for my feet & for Del’s soul.

Bronte Park to Victoria Valley (28-12-2015)
0430 feed for Del, 0530 geared up & on the
road. I walk beside Del for the first couple of
Km’s, then ride for another 4 till we hit the
Lyell Hwy. We stop at the bbq area by the
lagoon & check that the repair to the saddle
is helping, which it looks like it is. After a 20
min rest we head up Victoria Valley Rd.

We continue an easy peaceful ride to the Dee
Township, it is such a quiet, tiny town that if you blink
you might miss it. The Lagoon is peaceful & tranquil,
so we stop for a drink and a break.

We move across the Dee Dam & head to Glenmark
Rd, there is lush grass on the road side & stop for an
occasional chew. Along this road we see smoke from a
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massive bonfire in a paddock, we stop to look and see a group of people drinking & one bloke
waving frantically at us. I realise he is telling us to do strange things to ourselves so l decide to move
on before he hurts Del’s feelings. Hard to believe there is a total fire ban!
It’s quite hot & very little breeze by the time we hit Victoria Valley camp site. We have made
excellent time so l pull Del’s gear off & let her loose in the Yard that is provided. This is a really good
set up, & oh man that toilet was a sight for sore eyes!
After an hour rest, a feed & a chapter of my Louis L’Amour book, l check the next leg of the journey
& decide there is enough time in the day to get to Ouse. So much to Del’s disgust we saddle up &
head on our way.

Victoria Valley to Ouse (28-Dec-2015)
After the first couple of km’s we head down toward a creek we need to cross. After a quick drink,
we head up along a forest trail. The bush up through this area is amazing and worth a slow easy walk
just to sight see.
As we get closer to Ouse we can see that recent fire has been
through this section. A snake is in front of us with a frog in its
mouth. It has stopped to look back at us, so l say, ‘the frog is
yours. We will go that way’, pointing to the right. As if the
snake agrees it is slithering off to the left.

The last
section down
to the outskirts
of Ouse is
taking us down
a winding hill,
we stop at a bridge with a gate we need to go
through. We navigate this & head along a
meandering dirt road which is bringing us through a
massive farm with sheep.

The township of Ouse is visible in the
distance as we come into the more
populated area, the breeze has picked up
giving us some relief from the heat. A family
of dogs & kids comes out to meet us. They
seem really excited, but Del is more excited
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as she spots Sam in the distance, which can only mean food. Well l am excited too as she is holding a
sparkling ice cold glass bottle of coke. Pinch myself, ouch! Yes it’s real! So whilst l am riding, drinking
my coke & Del is sulking, we make our way down the main street.
Wow this is close to the best camp site ever. The people who have contributed to this site have done
a great job. A great yard for horses, a BBQ shelter with table & seats and a working tap & toilet.
Sam has arrived, gives Del a pat and a kiss leaving me feeling 2nd best. After letting Del loose into
her enclosure with a hard feed, Sam & l fix a meal of Freeze dried Roast Chicken & vegetables (&
mash) and freeze dried apple crumble for desert which is pretty damn nice!
Del & l decide to stay for an extra day since she put a stellar effort in on the trail. The following day l
look around town and head to the Lachlan Hotel for a quiet raspberry drink, a scotch fillet & vegies
for lunch. Holy smoke Batman! This has got to be the nicest, most tender steak l have ever had! I
help the publican unload his van into the cold store & he is nice enough to give me a cold raspberry
on the house.
Tea time is a repeat of lunch, a rare scotch fillet! Study time of tomorrow’s route is needed as the
Jones River Camp is not available to use. Looks like a trip to Ellendale, ok time for bed.

Ouse to Ellendale (30-Dec-2015)
0500 hrs feed for Del, 0545 hrs we gear up and slowly ride up the street to Repulse Rd. The map says
‘horse riders may wish to use the gate & re-join the route further along. Nah, why not stick to the
road l say.
A Km or so later we come to a grid & no
bloody gate! Damn! Maybe that note
should say “horse riders shall go through
the gate”! So we head back to the gate, go
through and finally pass the grid on the
right side this time.
This section of road is quiet & so far have
seen no one else. The sun is beginning to
really simmer and we have hit the 6 Km
mark, we pass through a gate to the left of
the road to avoid another grid. Once
through the gate we rest on the hill looking
down into the valley at what l believe is the Cluny Lagoon quite a spectacular view.
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After a 20 min break we head down the dirt road until we meet a Kelpie cross at a house on the
right. He is in a fair bit of pain & limping. His right
paw is 3 times the size it should be, but l can’t
raise any one at the house and the dog will not

allow me to look at his paw. I leave a note at the
front door and leave reluctantly.
We travel further down the road past some
campers off to the right & another 200 m to a 1
lane bridge.

Del is not bothered by the different sound of
her boots on the bridge & we stop to take a
photo of the hydro dam.
Once across the bridge we follow the markers
at a slow easy pace, l offer Del some respite
by walking with her. We leave the road & cut
left up a track over a hill & find a medium
sized tree across our path. Although it is as
high as Del’s girth she follows me over the
tree without any fuss which l am pleased with
as the alternative is not so good. I am pleased
with Del’s progress as she is displaying a trust
in me that you would never have believed 6
months ago.
We come to a cross road & cannot find a marker that tells me which way & my map is not helpful,
we turn right & travel about 3 km & find a marker that points the other way. Damn it! We turn back
round & grumble a little as the heat is causing us both to sweat a bit. The smell of the dead wallaby
we are passing for the 2nd time is not pleasant but in the distance l can see where we turned right.
Great there is the marker a little back from the intersection, pays to be a little more observant l
think.
Its early afternoon as we come to Ellendale Rd, l look at the trail map whilst we use an old tree for
shade & a rest. We were unable to gain permission to enter the Jones River Camp & have decided to
travel right on Ellendale Rd to the Ellendale Township to make camp
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This road is sealed but does not offer much room on the side of the road, there are a few cars every
20 minutes but we are able to hear them as they approach. The cows are curious along this stretch &
follow us along the fence line until they hit the limit of their boundary fence. It is very hot on this
sealed road so l get off and walk for 30 minutes.
We come down a snaking road on the outskirts of
Ellendale & are greeted by some excited horses on
the left hand side property, Del is less than interested
but insists that the grass is asking her to eat it so l
allow her a moment.
2 jacked up 4 wheel drives fly pass us with no regard
for the 60 km speed limit. We pass some houses on
the right & l can see the park a few hundred metres
off to the left. We head off the road & into the creek
for a drink. Del drinks happily & has a chew whilst on
the creek edge. It is quite peaceful here, 3 different
couples are having a picnic & the shade of the trees
looks inviting.
We move across the creek, l unsaddle & rub Del down then hobble her. Sam had passed through a
day or 2 earlier and had stashed some feed, electric fence wire & stakes for fencing which l retrieve
and set up by the tennis courts. I have now fed Del so time to visit the shop. My feet are a bit tender
on the heels but the thought of a nice cup of real coffee is appealing even though a cold drink would
make more sense.
It is a little disappointing to find out the coffee machine element had burnt out 2 hours prior. Great
there goes my caffeine fantasy! l order a steak sandwich & a choc strawberry thick shake. Not cool,
the brain freeze will pass in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,
ah that’s better.
The shop owner is helpful & has
contacted a local farmer who allows me
to put Del in with his sheep. I give Del
another rub down, settle her in the
paddock, then lay against my saddle and
snooze for a bit.

The facilities here are great, there is a toilet, BBQ & shelter,
soft grass & shade. I rustle up some freeze dried apple pie
with custard from the shop for tea. I clean up, have a wash at
the sink & prep for tomorrow’s leg of the journey.
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Ellendale to Bushy Park (31-Dec-2015)
0430 hrs & Del wickers sensing feed time. We saddle up & leave smack on 0500 hrs, it is eerily quiet
through Ellendale & the sound of Del’s hooves on the road is quite loud. 3.5 Km’s of travel & we pass
Rockmount Road. The gate to the old refuse disposal site is on the left & we go through and follow
the track till we see a marker on the left pointing up. I think we have to go up the hill but it doesn’t
look promising. After 20 minutes we end up at a fence line & a steep rocky hill which is not safe to
attempt a descent. Crap have taken a
wrong turn. We decide to head across
the ridge line, it’s been 30 minutes & we
come onto a well used track & find a
trail marker. This takes us down a steep
hill which levels out after about 200
metres.
There is a log across the track, we will
have to head up an embankment to get
around it. Del is a power house & gets
up the embankment with ease. We
work our way around the broken
branches & scrub, working our way back
down to the track. There is lots of bird
life in this area & the different bird tunes are quite therapeutic. An echidna is waddling across the
track stopping when it senses us, drops to the ground tucking its head in. Del is a little cautious but
passes by cocking her head to keep the unusual mass in her field of vision.
The track heads to a fence line where the
trees finish & we pass through a gate,
there is grass for Del here so l remove her
bit and leave a lead rope attached whilst
she has a 30 minute break. I am sitting on
the hill watching Del, she really is
magnificent. Apart from the first day where
she wanted to return home, she has not
missed a beat since. She is watching me
now as l walk to take a photo, she really
looks relaxed as is how l feel at the
moment. The slight wind is refreshing so l
have a final drink & we walk side by side
toward the tree line as a marker is visible in the distance.
This is private property that must have a lot of history as l am passing what l think are some old run
down stock yards. There is quite a few sheep running about here that are keeping their distance.
There is some rusty loose wire on the ground which must have been a fence at some point, we back
up and go around the hidden trap.
The track heads down a steady hill, we can see a house & a road in the distance. We reach the back
of the house & need to pass through a gate where a colourful 44 gallon drum is sitting, for some
reason Del does not like it, so with some encouragement l get her to stand next to it and she reaches
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forward to sniff it. I decide to walk the next few Km’s up the dirt road, after we stop for 5 minutes I
step back in the saddle, give Del a pat, apply some pressure & Del walks on.
We stop to look at the river on the
outskirts of Bushy Park, after
coming through some really dry
country it is surprising to see so
much green.
We head down till we cross a
bridge & follow the road to the
right. I can hear water flowing
quickly & observe some man made
culverts which l assume are for
directing water to various locations.

We enter private property which l think is called Fenton Forest. We pass some old workers huts & on
past the main house. The farm to the left is quite green but ahead it looks dry & the heat shimmer
does not look that appealing as we head up the steady hill & pass through some gates.
We have travelled a couple of km’s I think & as
we ride the ridge line we look to the right and
can see a jungle of green, possibly hops. A
maker tells us to head down toward town.
There is a trail book at the gate which much to
my un-delight has a resident spider.
Once across the train line we head out to the
main road. Quite a bit of traffic so we trot
quickly across a small bridge when we have a
short break in the traffic.
I dismount at the Glenora Rd junction, hobble
a few steps, thinking I now know why cow boys
have bow legs. It’s been 10 minutes looking for
the camp site and can’t find it… oops! Should have walked 10 metres further along & the big Tassie
trail sign would have bit me.
The recreation ground is very lush and we both walk happily under the sprinklers toward the cattle
stalls near the rear. I unload Del & apply her hobbles, make contact with the care taker who is quick
to meet us. He is happy for us to camp here providing l clean up after Del. Paying my fee to use the
showers & I head for a quick shower. Wow it’s got hot water, l shave for the first time since l left
which feels refreshing.
Del is happily munching on her hard feed, I turn over an old bath which has a plug, give it a quick
clean & fill it with water. Del drinks deep then looks at me to say let’s eat again.
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It is New Year’s Eve and 3 woman & some children come over to pat Del. I ask about the best way
to New Norfolk they tell me to come to their camp & speak to one of the husbands. There are 4
couples at the camp site who offer me a seat & a drink. l refuse the beer but accept a lemon soft
drink.
They have been drinking for a few hours & are happily chatting about the history of the hop farms &
the recreation grounds. One fellow is a truck driver & insists that Glenora Road is the easiest route
with plenty of room on the edge for a horse.
The mossies here are a pain in the….well everywhere! I think this damn insect repellent is attracting
the annoying buggers. Its 2330 hrs, I apologise & say good night as we have an early start in the
morning. Del is still happily munching away but wickers when l speak to her. I jump in my sleeping
bag & zzzzzzz.

Bushy Park to New Norfolk (01-Jan-2016)
It’s 0400 hrs I lay for a moment & listen to the wind through the hops in the field behind us. Getting
out of my warm cocoon I pack the gear and to Del’s delight feed her. It has just turned 0405 hrs and
have retightened Del’s girth & lead her out to the main road. It is very dark as we turn into Glenora
road & the driver was right, there is heaps of room on the side of the road. I walk the first few km’s
but the room on the side is starting to become very limited, maybe we have made a mistake coming
this way.
A convertible car has past us 3 times now & has
pulled up the road. Walking down a woman
with an American accent speaks to me as she
suddenly realises that Del is not wandering the
road by herself. We have a laugh & she tells me
that she is an amateur photographer chasing a
beautiful sun rise. It is becoming light so she
waves goodbye to find one.
There is a cliff wall to our right & a shear drop
into the river on our left, l am starting to worry
that we should have taken the marked route,
but it is too late for regrets so we continue on.
This road has meandered for another 30
minutes and as we come over a rise in the road
we spot the photographer further down wind.
She waves & turns taking a picture of our
decent. We pass her, wave once more & head
toward New Norfolk.
We are coming to the outskirts of New Norfolk
& past what looks to be the water utility, there
is a lot of broken bottles & rubbish along the side of this road but l find a stretch of lush grass that is
free from rubbish and let Del rest & eat.
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The first houses we have come to in the built up
area look like they have not been built to last or
were only ever half finished. This was an industrial
town in its day & the houses look to have been built
on a minimal budget.
We are making our way along the main road & turn
right to head toward the centre of town. We stop to
talk to an older lady walking her dog who is pointing
back the way we had come & tells us to turn left to
get to the race course.
It is still early, about 0820 hrs. As we spot a sign next
to the New Norfolk school we turn right toward the
race track. There are a number of nice housing units that look the same, except for this block on the
right. 2 cars sit in the driveway totally smashed as if someone has jumped on them. There are very
angry dogs chained on either side of the unit blocks & rubbish and smashed windows everywhere.
Wow these people like to party! We pass a house where a girl looks at us & says ’mum look a horse’,
the mum has her back to us hanging clothes on the line. The mum says are you telling porky’s again?
Del is pretty relaxed and keeps a slow steady walk up the road. Another 100 metres sees us at the
race course front gates which are open. We ride to the rear of the track to a gate which tells us it’s
the New Norfolk Pony Club. Unfortunately the trail lock has not been installed correctly & we can’t
gain access. I ring Sam who contacts the local rep. She rings me & advises that someone will be out
in half hour.
We wait and watch a float that has
pulled up, the 2 Standardbreds are
being led out for their daily pacing
session. The sulky’s have been
harnessed & the 2 horses are slowly
pacing around the track.
Del is stunned and watches for a full
10 minutes only occasionally moving
her head. She has never seen this
before & she really appears fixated on
the event.
A lady has turned up & unlocks the
gate lending a plastic tub for water, she
is very helpful and explains when the front gate will be locked & the layout of the facility.
Del is now unsaddled & l have hobbled her for the moment so l can sort out our gear & fix Del’s
feed. As soon as the plastic bag rustles Del’s ears come up, wickers & she is quickly shuffling to what
she knows is her feed.
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Sam’s mum & dad have just arrived dropping some feed for the journey off, they are kind enough to
take me for a coffee. The only place that appears to be open at the moment is Mac Donalds. Whilst
we are waiting inside for our order l am feeling over whelmed & crowded in by all the noises &
people. I think Janice (Sam’s mum) realises this & asks me to go to the car and check to make sure
that there is somewhere for us to put our drinks in the car. I am relieved, the solitude has been
good, so much so that the bustle of everyday chaos is less appealing, even less than it was 10 days
ago.
We had lunch together, the coffee was pretty good after a number of days without real coffee. They
drop me back to Del who is excited to see me. After taking her hobbles off l check her feet & make
sure she is not sore anywhere, which she does not appear to be. The repair on the saddle has proven
successful as it is no longer rubbing as it had been.
The hobbles are now back on & l wander over to
the racetrack ‘grandstand’ sit down & read my
book. It’s been an hour and cooling off a bit, looks
like rain may come over the area. There is some
loud engine noises & lots of laughing coming from
the other side of where l sit. I have walked to an
opening & there are some classic cars & their
proud owners chewing the fat so to speak. They
are friendly enough & explain they are part of a
club that meet each week, they allow me to take
some photos as Sam loves muscle cars & old cars.
Me l don’t care much for metal, partial to flesh &
blood myself, after years and miles on road bikes
the appeal is no longer there.
Heading back to Del, l do one last check & pat and bed down for the evening. It is starting to spit so l
lay under the scarce amount of shelter provided by a slightly roofed area. Somewhere in my
thoughts of the day l must have dosed off.

New Norfolk to Judbury (02-Jan-2016)
0430 hrs and Del is eating the feed l have laid out for her. It is dark as it is overcast & no lighting is
present. It has taken me longer than normal to gear up and put her boots on. We have locked the
gates back up as we pass through and head back down toward the school where we turn right.
There is a park on our right which we have decided to stop at for a moment, the grass is thick & Del
eats heartedly after l hobble her & then head off to the toilets.
The markers along this section to the base of the ‘Jeffries Track’ are plentiful and easy to follow. We
veer sharp left & head up the gravel of the Jefferies track.
Shit! Did not hear that car and it is going quick, think he had a fright too. There is enough room for 2
vehicles but nowhere to move to if cars come both ways, will need to be extra vigilant. I am walking
beside Del as there is quite a steady climb that is in my opinion unreasonable to expect Del to carry
me up. I guess l am being a little soft, but as her welfare is of utmost importance it means she will be
ready when I need her most (& Sam threatened to hurt me if l injured Del).
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The track is becoming very rugged and there are deep ruts most likely made by 4 wheel drives. They
are full of smelly contaminated water, oil bottles & rubbish is littered everywhere which is sad. We
have stopped as the ruts give us little choice & are so deep that we cannot easily pass. There is a
section of high ground with a width of no more than a metre for us to walk across. We walk slowly
across this & Del without question follows
me. That was a tense moment, as l had a
few doubts.
The track is not as rough now and climbs
steadily up, the bush on both sides is thick,
plenty of wild life to keep us company. Del
barely flinches as a wallaby crashes across
in front of us, but she snorts after it
disappears to indicate her disapproval.
It is very peaceful out here and we have
just reached what l think is the highest
point of the track. There is a vehicle in the
bush to the right and as we move closer it
appears to be jacked up to make it level &
has a canopy off to the side. A bloke with a
tin cup paused half way to his mouth is
looking at us in surprise. Guess l too
looked surprised at seeing a person in the
middle of nowhere.
We chat for a moment, he tells me he is
having a couple of days where no one will
bother him. (And then along comes a
horse & rider to disturb that tranquillity).
We bid him fair well and head down the long extremely rough, rocky track.
We have just crossed a creek, possibly quite a lot of water would come through here during the wet
season. Del has a long drink & starts to walk on which l allow her to do. We move into some really
beautiful forest which is on both sides of the track.
There are now large properties some with horses that we are passing, there is a lot of thick grass in
this area & l allow Del to pick her way along the road. There is fresh horse pats on the road no more
than a couple of hours old.
Judging by the tracks there was 3
horses, 1 with shoes, 1 with
boots on the front & 1 with
nothing at all.
The properties are becoming
more frequent & closer together,
I notice a vehicle from my work
place & stop in to see who it is.
After getting a ladies attention
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she yells to her husband & tells him there is a guy on a horse to see him. I hear him say, “a what??” I
recognise the face say hi & chat about Christmas and the facilities in the centre of town. It is getting
on & l say goodbye. He laughs & shakes his head in amusement as we ride down the road.
The road has taken me to the main street of Judbury it is a small town but very busy with tourists.
We pass the park & visitor centre and trot across the large bridge. Realised we will need to return to
the park as I think this is part of the next leg of the journey. We trot back across the bridge. Del is
quite perky even after the long ride, l dismount, remove her bridle & bit, and then walk her through
the car park. A mother and her young daughter have asked to pat Del who appears very settled &
seems to enjoy the rub on the neck. They take a couple of photos with themselves & Del.
I spot the horse yard on the other side of the oval, so we head over & unsaddle. Although there is a
tap it is not working so l walk back to the toilet block to fill a bucket for Del to drink. Man she can
drink! 30 minutes & 3 buckets later Del has finally had her fill. Sam’s parents have turned up for a
visit & insist on taking me into Huonville for Tea. A young boy of about 14 years old is riding his bike
nearby. I call him over and ask if he will be around for a while. It turns out he will be here to play
cricket. He has agreed to keep an eye on Del for an hour whilst l head to Huonville with Sam’s
parents. I give him 20 bucks for his time which he seems stoked about.
A dinner of fish & chips at the floating restaurant goes down well, but l can’t help but think of Del.
We are returning back to camp, being in a car feels strange & a little fast but l am sure this feeling
will pass.
It is good to be back with Del, she was excited to see me as l am to see her. The boy who was
looking after Del waves and continues to field for the cricket game he is part of. Del is enjoying the
rub l am giving her and her feet seem to be holding up well although she will need a trim within the
week. A lady who was walking circuits around the grounds has stopped to chat & apologises for
feeding Del from a bag of feed she found beside my gear. Great! That is 2 feeds in the hour, which l
am sure Del does not have a problem with. That is 1 less feed weight to carry tomorrow & 1 less
feed she will have in the next 24 hours!
Everyone has left, this gives me an opportunity to allow Del to graze along the fence line. I am
looking at her telling her she is beautiful and a good girl. Del rubs her head against me, l have a quick
look around to make sure Sam has not given me a surprise visit as l can imagine her disapproval as a
horse’s head rubbing against a body without permission is a no no.
It is getting dark so l have put Del in her yard and have set my bed off the ground on the split level
spectator seat /stand, which is under the overhanging branches of a large tree. I wiggle into my
sleeping bag & listen to the river flowing behind me, it has a relaxing sound that is making me
sleepy.

Judbury to Geeveston (03-Jan-2016)
It is 0100 hrs and rain has woken me as it drips through the leaves onto my sleeping bag. I crawl out
& go retrieve my emergency bag which l slip myself & sleeping bag into. This was brought along for
just this reason, still have a few hours before we need to get ready so l go back to sleeping.
0230 hrs & can hear a car doing burn outs. The lights from the car are like a light house as they
illuminate the hill area we rode down yesterday. The vehicle, a bluebird l think has come into the car
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park area of the park & is doing burnouts. The car has done 3 circles and now has stopped. The car
is moving out toward Huonville very slowly, looks like & sounds like it has blown 2 tyres and is
running on the rims. I laugh to myself & close my eyes, thanks for the morning humour.
It is now 0400 hrs & still can’t sleep so have packed my gear & Del is standing here waiting to be
saddled. I have not given her a feed and she is nudging me, obviously telling me l have forgotten
something important. Now that we are saddled up, we walk out over the bridge & turn right further
along into Bermuda Road. There has been no traffic & it is very peaceful with just the sounds of Del’s
boots & the local bird life.
It is 0630 hrs so we stop for a moment to check how far we
have come. The first car (an old hilux) is just coming down
the road, he gives us a wave. There is patches of bush here &
there & the distance between houses is increasing as we
head higher into the hills.
The track has now taken us much higher and the bush is a
lot thicker here. Some of the trees here are enormous, the
largest l have ever seen. We have come to a stop because of
a tree blocking the road. From the saddle it looks too thick
with bush to navigate through on both sides of the road. We
are so close to finishing, no we have to get through!
I step out of the saddle & it slips to the left, it is too loose & l
will need to adjust it before we head on. Will just take a
photo or nobody will ever believe how big this tree is.
I have
just
readjusted the saddle & redistributed some
weight so it is more balanced. Del is looking at
me patiently and l tell her we will try to get
through on the right. With the lead rope
attached Del follows me into the thick scrub.
There is just enough wriggle room but the saddle
bags are getting caught, however we are
persevering.
I have had to step onto a large rotten log & have
pushed through up past my shins. I break some
of this away so Del will not get caught. She is a
gem! Del has stepped into the log, although she
has pushed through she has not panicked & has
simply lifted her hoof out & walked on. We push through the thick scrub down an embankment &
are finally back on the track. Wow that could have been worse. I give Del a pat & tell her she is very
special. Will need to find her a treat at the next camp.
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There is a rugged beauty out here & wonder
how this area looked 200 years ago. Del
seems content with the pace she is walking
and in all honesty there is no need to push
any harder. The highest point has been
reached & the track is now heading
downward. Can see the power poles & wires
off into the distance and into a deforested
area.
The sealed road we are travelling has plenty
of room on the side to move to if needed.
There is plenty of grass & we have stopped
for Del to feed for a few minutes.
Further along Del has whinnied to another horse who is
walking up the paddock to say hello. We are coming into the
outskirts of Geeveston and a number of cars have slowly come
past & I acknowledge with a wave.
We are entering the main street & it appears to be quite a
busy town. Turning left up the main drag we pass what looks
to be a Pizza Parlour which l think l will visit this evening &
head toward a road house which is on the left. Across the road
is a park & I can see a paddock some distance back in the park
which has old timber railing around as a fence.
I
dis
mount at the railing & remove the saddle
& gear. It is quite hot and Del has worked
up a sweat so I pull out her towel & rub
her down, then give her a brush. Del is
chewing the grass as l work looking none
too bothered. Putting her hobbles on, l
release her into the paddock. Whilst
checking the perimeter l notice a few of
the railings are down & fix them so they
will work to keep her from wandering. I
use the lead rope to fence off the gate
area as it is missing a section. I now
remove her hobbles to give her full movement. Look at her roll she is loving it.
There are heaps of campers in this park who are lounging around. A lady with a van is setting up a
hammock which is way too high & not very secure. I introduce myself & ask if l can fix it more
secure.
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It has taken 10 minutes but she is able to lay in it without any problem. The lady is a backpacker
from Germany who is working at picking fruits. Her biggest worry at the moment is missing her
family but has enjoyed the friendliness of the people of Tasmania.
The toilets are some distance away, but there is an awesome café so l order hamburger & a
chocolate and strawberry thick shake. I sit outside with the breeze and feel less confined out here in
the open. Mm mm this food is pretty damn good, & l can barely finish my drink but order a coffee to
go.
I have returned to Del & am giving her a massage just checking for any sore spots. No she appears
good & her feet are still ok although there is a split on her rear left hoof that l have been keeping an
eye on but does not seem to have got any worse.
The meat lover’s type pizza l have just brought from the parlour smells great & l ask the lady with
the van if she would like to share. She makes us a herbal tea each & we sit and talk of Del and my
trip and of where she will be travelling next. The sun is setting and l bid her good luck, checking on
Del I give her a feed which she is eating like a starved pig.
I am laying on my bedroll & watching the last of the light as it is fading, such a beautiful sight. The
dung beetles & other bugs are flying over my face whilst l lay here, it is amazing to watch & listen to,
it is like another world we would normally not take the time to see or think about. Will have to do
this with Connor & Sam when l get home although they might think me mad.

Geeveston to Dover (04-Jan-2016)
It is 0400 hrs and to be our last day of travel, I give Del her last morning feed and brush her down.
The saddle is now on & the boots l can now fit with my eyes closed. A quick check of her girth
tightness & we are on our way. I walk Del across the park between all the campers who are still
asleep & onto the main road. Turning up the town centre past the shops we can see some
movement in the bakery. We head up past the school on the left & l decide to climb in the saddle.
It is reasonably easy going & quite scenic along this stretch. Haulage Road is so far a long, slow
winding dirt road. We have arrived at a fork in the road which l think is Hermons Road, think we will
stop for 10 minutes to check Del’s feet & revise my map. Crap! Have lost my paper copy & did not
take a photo with my iPhone as l had with other sections. Looks like Zen navigation from here
although the trail markers have been pretty clear so far today.
We have stopped at the Boney Rd
intersection debating whether to follow
this road. Have decided to head along
Boney Road.
The section we are travelling through is
what I remember reading about called
Swearing Bobs Plains which is maybe
because of the copious amounts of
cutting grass, the heat & the uneven
sandstone type surface Del is
occasionally stumbling over. Del likes to
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nibble on the cutting grass however l wouldn’t like to be walking through it due to its cutting nature.
It is almost 0900 hrs and l am on my 35th
rendition of ‘Suspicious Minds’ for the entire
journey, l am sure Del is just tuning me out & l
hope nobody else is listening, but it helps to keep
rhythm & pace although Ba Ba Black sheep will
do the same.
We have hit a road called Hopetoun which
travels through some plantation forests although
there is also older growth here also. This road is
certainly easy to ride & have not seen any traffic
since the beginning of this leg.
Have turned into Stubbs link road which takes us
through similar forest. The trail marker indicates
right so that’s what we shall do. So far we have not needed the map which l am pleased about.
Stubbs Road leads us to a tree which
has come down across the road recently
& someone has already cleared a way
through. This is quite a sizeable tree and
the smell of the recent cut is appealing,
yes l like the smell of fresh timber in the
morning air.

An intersection at the Storm Hill Junction is a good
place for a stop. Del drinks from a puddle of tannin
coloured water & l fetch a drink as well. Have worked up
quite a sweat even though it does not feel as warm as
yesterday. There is nothing for Del to nibble on so we
move on.
I walk with Del for the next couple of km’s but my
unhealed blisters are less than comforted so l climb back
on for some relief. This really is amazing country, l think
how lucky we are to be able to do what we are doing at
the moment, however the dumped fridges & washing
machines are a blemish & is disappointing.
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Back onto Hopetoun Road again and I am very hungry, a steak sandwich or hamburger is what l am
fantasising about, hope there is something open today. The road has become another road which a
local resident has just informed me is
Francistown Road.
Have decided to have a break even though
we are not far from the Dover Hotel. I lay in
the grass looking at Del chew continuously.
This ride was a make or break ride, a ride of
this magnitude will determine the ability of a
horse to handle what the trail would dish
out. She has proven to be most awesome.
The 20 minute break feels good & l am more
than happy to lay in the grass & watch Del.
However we are not far from our end game
& my hamburger so we better push on.
The main road is very busy with traffic so we have waited for a break in traffic & trotted across the
road. We mosey on along a footpath till we get to what should be the Dover Hotel & horse yards. It
seems the hotel burnt down some time ago & someone has pulled down the yard.
Continuing into town we pass a few residents walking their dogs, we all exchange greetings and
move on our way. I can smell cooking meat as l pass a take away shop so l know where l will return.
Across the road is the toilets & the Tassie Trail symbol. I can’t find the registration book and l have
looked everywhere for the last 15 minutes. There is a supermarket down the road so l will look for
somewhere to hold Del in that area.
The local service station has a paddock of cars, l ask the mechanic who jokes that they don’t service
horses, but is kind enough to let Del use his paddock. There is massive amounts of grass, Del will
explode in here, but at least she will enjoy it.
The shop has cooked a nice burger & Sam has just rocked up with the float. We have all had a bite
to eat and l am jumping into some jeans & a fresh shirt. Del is excited to see the float & loads with
no complaint.
Sam is driving out of Dover and l am holding onto the grab handle above my door and have asked
her to slow down, Sam is looking at me funny and says “I am only doing 60 km/h!” On that note I
guess I might close my eyes & sleep.

